
Made From Recycled Plastic

One Small Step For Our Environment

Handle and all plastic parts made from 100% 
recycled materials.
Conform to <Green purchasing Law>. 
Blade case made from 40%+ recycled plastic.

Handle and all plastic parts made from 100% recycled 
materials.  Conform to <Green purchasing Law>. 
Easy disassembly for next recycling.
Eco-marked product.

SK4V/green SK-7/g reen

Handle and pocket clip made from 100% recycled 
materials.  Conform to <Green purchasing Law>. 
Easy disassembly for next recycling.
Eco-marked product.

ES -1/g reen
Handle made from recycled ABS.
Conform to <Green purchasing Law> governed by 
Ministry of the Environment of Japan.

L -1 /g reen

BONUS PACK

3Free
BladesCheck this out!

Check this out!
Check this out!

New Standard Cutter 
Easy disassemblywith

with 3 free spare blades with Auto-retracting blade
Compact Safety Knife 

s best sellingOLFA’
 Heavy-Duty Cutter

The world’s most popular safety knife

First-come, First-served!

Check this out!
Compact enough to fit perfectly a 
female hand.

Downsized yet Full-Scale!

Japan Environment Association (JEA) is an association which 
purpose is to build bridges between people who strive to 
create a sustainable society, and to support a system that 
many can participate in and utilize.
JEA’ s Eco mark is attached on a product which is available 
in our daily lives as well as certified as contributing to 
environmental preservation in terms of less environmental 
burden. It is also aimed for the consumers to make an 
environmental-friendly product choice, and also to consider 
the relation of life and environment.
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BMain body
Press body stopper on back with a 
stick after removing blade.

Stainless sheath and slider
Adjust slider at fallen parts on 
stainless sheath and remove.

How to disassemble it.

How to disassemble it.

Take out stainless sheath from main 
body by using a plier.
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SKB-2 RSKB-2
HOB-2

MODEL PACKAGE BARCODE INNER BOX CARTON

ES-1/green Blister Packed 240
pcs.[6x40]80 X 220 mmCARD SIZE:

6
pcs.

MODEL PACKAGE BARCODE INNER BOX CARTON

SK-7/green Blister Packed 120
pcs.[6x20]80 X 220 mmCARD SIZE:

6
pcs.

MODEL PACKAGE BARCODE INNER BOX CARTON

SK4V/green Blister Packed 60
pcs.[6x10]113 X 220 mmCARD SIZE:

6
pcs.
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L-1/g reen

MODEL PACKAGE BARCODE INNER BOX CARTON

L-1/green Blister Packed 6
pcs.

120
pcs.[6x20]80 X 220 mmCARD SIZE:

“Environment-friendly” L-1, OLFA’ s best & longest selling heavy-duty cutter.
Handle made from recycled ABS.
OLFA’ s first one small step towards going green!

“Environment-friendly” compact cutter.
Handle and pocket clip made from 100% recycled materials.
Easily disassembled for disposing as separated refuse.
Recognized as an Eco product which fulfills strict standard in Japan.

“Environment-friendly” compact safety knife.
Handle and all plastic parts made from 100% 
recycled materials. Easily disassembled for 
disposing as separated refuse. 
Recognized as an Eco product which fulfills 
strict standard in Japan.

Environment-friendly popular safety 
knife. Handle and all plastic parts 
made from 100% recycled materials.
Features both environment-
friendliness and safety-consciousness.

BONUS
PACK
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Separate spring from slider 
by pressing spring inside 
with a stick.Inset a stick in hole on top side, and separate stainless sheath from plastic 

grip part.

Press body stopper on back with a stick after removing clip, blade and slider.1
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Main body Slider

MANUFACTURED BY OLFA CORPORATION, OSAKA 537-0021, JAPAN

URL  http: / / www.olfa.com

WARNING
1.   OLFA BLADES are extremely sharp!  Handle with care.
2.   Dispose of used blade in a safe manner.
3.   Safety goggles should be worn when using.
4.   Keep out of the reach of children.
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